
Knotworks & Networks – A Celtic Tree Alphabet Mosaic Trail  ‘I-Spy’ quiz sheet   

Letter Tree Question Answer 

A Pine What kind of bird can you see on this mosaic?  
What colour is the rabbit?  
Write the Celtic of Gaelic name for pine  

B Birch What colour is the bark of the birch tree?  
How many birch trees can you count on this mosaic?  
Write the Celtic or Gaelic name for Birch  

C Hazel What sort of creature is in the circle at the bottom of the mosaic?
  

 

Which animal can you see in the tree?  
What can you see in the bottom corners of the mosaic?  

D Oak How many oak leaves can you count on the oak tree?  
What is the nut of the oak tree called?  
How many acorns can you count on the mosaic?  

E Poplar Draw the shape of a poplar leaf  
 
 

What sort of creature can you see on the purple end of the mosaic?  
Write the Celtic or Gaelic name for Poplar  

F Alder What colour is the bird is sitting in the tree on this mosaic?  
Write the Celtic or Gaelic name for Alder  
How many birds can you count on this mosaic?  

G Ivy How many bees can you count?  
Draw the shape of an Ivy leaf  

 
What is in the middle of the G in this mosaic?  

H Hawthorn What is in the pool at the bottom of the waterfall?  
How many birds are there on this mosaic?  
What is sitting in the Hawthorn tree?  

I Yew 
 
 
 

What can you see in the bottom left corner of this mosaic?  
What colour are the berries of the Yew tree?  
What can you see in the top right of this mosaic?  



 

 

L Rowan What colour are the flowers of Rowan trees?  
How many birds can you count on this mosaic?  
What colour are the berries of the Rowan tree?  

M Vine 
(Bramble) 

What sort of small animal can you see on this mosic?  
What can you see in the bottom left corner?  
What type of bird is feeding on the vine?  

N Ash What colour is the Ash tree?  
Write the Celtic and Gaelic words for Ash  
Where do Ash trees like to grow?  

Ng Reed What sort of musical instruments can you see on this mosaic?  
What colour is the big dog?  
What can you see underneath the dog’s front legs?  

O Gorse What colour are Gorse flowers?  
What sort of animal can you see on the left?  
How many bees can you count?  

Q Apple What sort of bird is in the top right corner?  
There are two animals on this mosaic, what are they?  
How many dolphins are on the mosaic?  

R Elder What colour are Elder flowers?  
What is on the branch at the top of the mosaic?  
Write the Celtic and Gaelic words for Elder  

S Willow What sort of bird can you see on this mosaic?  
How many tiny stars can you count?  
What sort of animals are sitting under the tree?  

St Blackthorn What is the fruit of the Blackthorn called?  
What colour are Blackthorn flowers?  
How many flowers can you see on the mosaic?  

T Holly 
 
 
 

Draw the shape of A Holly leaf  
 

What colour are Holly berries?  
What is sitting on top of the letter T  

U Heather How many bees can you count?  
What colour are Heather flowers?  
Write the Celtic and Gaelic words for Heather  


